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Article

The Conners Rating Scales (Conners, 1989, 1997, 2008) that 
have a history of more than 30 years are used extensively in 
clinical and research settings for screening and diagnosis of 
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and comor-
bid disorders in children and adolescents (Izzo, Donati, & 
Primi, 2018). The rating scales are currently in its third edi-
tion, and are called Conners 3 (C 3; Conners, 2008). C 3 has 
comparable versions for completion by parents, teachers, 
and self-rating by children/adolescents (Conners, 2008). 
Short versions, called Conners 3 Short [C 3 (S)], of these 
measures have also been developed from their longer coun-
terparts. The C 3 (S) for completion by parents, teachers, and 
self are called Conners 3–Parent Short [C 3-P (S); 45 items], 
Conners 3–Teacher Short [C 3-T (S]; 41 items], and Conners 
3–Self-Rating Short [C 3-SR (S); 41 items]. Both the C 3-P 
(S) and C 3-T (S) are used to rate children between 6 and 18 
years of age. The C 3-SR (S) is completed by children/ado-
lescents between 8 and 18 years. As the different respondent 
versions have been offered as parallel measures capable of 
providing similar cross-informant scores from parents, 
teachers, and children/adolescents, an important psychomet-
ric property is their interrater agreement. For the C 3 (S) 
versions, the present study used a multiple traits by multiple 
methods (MTMM) approach, called the correlated trait–cor-
related method minus one [CT-C(M − 1); Eid, 2000; Eid, 

Lischetzke, Nussbeck, & Trierweiler, 2003] to examine 
interrater agreement. More specifically, based on ratings 
from mothers, teachers, and children/adolescents them-
selves, the study examined the extent of agreement (conver-
gence) of the same traits across mother ratings of the C 3-P 
(S), teacher ratings of the C 3-T (S), and adolescents/chil-
dren self-ratings on the C 3-SR (S) (referred to as convergent 
validity), and the extent to which the different traits in the C 
3 (S) are distinct (referred to as discriminant validity).

All the C 3 (S) respondent versions have a mixture of 
content and validity scales. The same two validity scales are 
present in all three versions. There are positive impression 
(PI, six items; measuring overly positive responding) and 
negative impression (NI, six items; measuring overly nega-
tive responding). The content scales of the C 3 (S) measure 
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Abstract
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psychopathology, learning, cognitive, and relationship 
problems. The C 3-P (S) has six content scales, measuring 
inattention (IN; five items), hyperactivity/impulsivity (HY; 
six items), learning problems (LP; five items), executive 
functioning (EF; five items), aggression (AG; five items), 
and peer relations (PR; five items). The C 3-T (S) has five 
content scales, measuring IN (five items), HY (six items), 
LP/EF (six items of which four are LP items), AG (five 
items), and PR (five items). The C 3-SR (S) has five content 
scales, measuring IN (six items), HY (five items), LP (five 
items), AG (six items), and family relationships (FR, five 
items). Thus, the different versions differ slightly in the 
content scales. Also, the same scales across the versions dif-
fer in item content, and many comparable items across ver-
sions are worded slightly differently.

The psychometric properties of the C 3 (S) are compre-
hensively summarized in the C 3 manual (Conners, 2008). 
Given this, the major properties, especially those that have 
direct relevance to the present article (factor structure, inter-
nal consistency reliability, influence of age, and gender on 
ratings of the C 3 (S) items/scales, and interrater agreement) 
are summarized here. According to the C 3 manual, confir-
matory factor analysis (CFA) of the C 3 (S), based on the 
items forming the content scales found support for the six-, 
five-, and five-factor theorized oblique models for the C 3-P 
(S), C 3-T (S), and C 3-SR (S), respectively. The internal 
consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) reliabilities of the scales in 
the different versions ranged from .85 to .92 for the scales 
in the C 3-P (S), .87 to .94 for the scales in the C 3-T (S), 
and from .77 to .89 for the scales in the C 3-SR (S). All 
these values are well above .70 that is generally considered 
the minimum level for acceptable internal consistency reli-
ability (Nunnally, 1978).

For all three C 3 (S) versions, the scoring involves com-
puting the total raw scores for the scales by adding the 
responses of the items in the respective scales. The raw 
scores are then converted to T scores. According to the C 3 
manual, for the C 3-P (S) versions, the scores for IN, HY, 
and EF are affected by gender (higher for males), and the 
score for HY is affected by age (higher in younger chil-
dren). For the C 3-T (S), all scale scores are affected by 
gender (higher for males), and except for AG, age affected 
all scale scores (higher in males). For the C 3-SR (S), none 
of the scale scores are affected by gender, and except for IN 
and AG, age affected the other scale scores. Given these 
findings, the T scores obtained from the raw scores for all 
the C 3 (S) scales are based on the age and gender of an 
individual.

In terms of interrater agreement, the manual reports that 
the across-informant correlations for parent and teacher rat-
ings for IN, HY, LP (EF/LP for teachers), AG, and PR were 
.66, .61, .66, .52, and .62, respectively. The across-infor-
mant correlations for parent and adolescent/children self-
ratings for IN, HY, LP, and AG were .59, .50, .66, and .53, 

respectively; and the across-informant correlations for 
teacher and adolescent/children self-ratings for IN, HY, LP, 
and AG were .51, .44, .57, and .42, respectively. Based on 
these values, the authors concluded that there are moderate 
levels of consistencies (agreements) across different infor-
mants (Conners, 2008). It is worth noting that the moderate 
across-informant agreements for the C 3 (S) is consistent 
with findings involving other child and adolescent mea-
sures (Choudhury, Pimentel, & Kendall, 2003; Grills & 
Ollendick, 2002). The meta-analysis by Achenbach, 
McConaughy, and Howell (1987) that involved 119 studies 
found low to moderate agreement between different infor-
mants, including parents, children, and teachers for ratings 
of social, emotional, and behavior problems in children and 
adolescents.

In terms of clinical utility, although the C 3 (s) measures 
were developed for screening and diagnosis of ADHD and 
disorders commonly comorbid with ADHD, at present there 
is no data on how the different C 3 (S) scales are related to 
children and adolescents diagnosed with various psycho-
logical disorders, including ADHD. Thus, examination of 
this would be valuable. Another valuable psychometric 
information for the C 3 (S) is interrater agreement. This is 
because comparable scales across the C 3-P (S), C 3-T (S) 
and C 3-SR (S) have been offered as parallel measures 
capable of providing similar cross-informant scores from 
parents, teachers, and adolescents/children, respectively. It 
is argued here that although interrater agreements data for 
different pairs of respondents are provided in the C 3 man-
ual, they are likely to be confounded. This is because the 
data provided in the manual are based on observed scores. 
Such data are problematic (Willard, Conklin, Huang, 
Zhang, & Kahalley, 2016). The problem is best understood 
within the context of classical test theory (Lord & Novick, 
1968). Classical test theory suggests that a raw observed 
score comprises variance for three components: trait, 
method, and random measurement error. Trait variance is 
the variance for the construct being measured while method 
variance is the systematic variance specific to the method 
used to collect the information on the construct. Random 
measurement error variance includes all other variance and 
is unrelated to method or trait variance. Both method and 
random measurement effects are considered problematic 
when evaluating convergence because these effects distort 
(either increase or decrease) the relations among the trait 
constructs (Campbell & Fiske, 1959). The major problem 
with observed scores is that they comprise trait, method, 
and error variances together. Given that the interrater agree-
ment scores in the C 3 manual are all based on observed 
scores, it can be argued that existing across-informant find-
ings for the C 3 (S) are confounded with both method and 
error variances.

CFA methods, generally referred to MTMM, are avail-
able that allow the separation of trait, method, and error 
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variances (Lance, Noble, & Scullen, 2002). In general, the 
MTMM approach involves data for two or more traits mea-
sured by two or more methods (or informants).The original 
Campbell and Fiske’s (1959) MTMM approach evaluates 
convergent and discriminant validity using observed scores 
and therefore does not control for method and error variance. 
When a CFA framework is used, the analysis uses latent 
scores and is therefore free of error variance (Lance et al., 
2002). CFA-based MTMM models allow evaluation of the 
convergence of a measure (trait variance), after taking into 
account both error and the method variance (systematic vari-
ance that is specific to the method used to collect informa-
tion), and thereby can be expected to provide a more accurate 
estimation of convergent and divergent validities.

Two commonly used MTMM models are the correlated 
trait–correlated method (CT-CM) and the correlated trait–
correlated uniqueness (CT-CU) models. These models 
allow evaluation of the convergence of a measure after tak-
ing into account the method and error variance in it. In the 
CT-CM model, the same subscales from the different meth-
ods load on their own trait factor. Also, all the subscales 
from the same method load on their own method factor, 
with the different trait factors correlating with each other, 
and the different method factors correlating with each other. 
Trait and method factors are not correlated. In the CT-CU 
model, the trait factors are similar to that for CT-CM model. 
However, the method effect is modelled by within method 
correlated error variances. For both models, support for 
convergent validity is inferred if there are relatively high 
trait variances for the subscales. In the CT-CM model, high 
method effect is inferred if there are relatively high vari-
ances for the different subscales within methods. In the 
CT-CU model, high method effect is inferred if there are 
relatively high correlations for the different error variances 
within methods. In both models, low correlations between 
the latent trait factors are taken as evidence for their dis-
criminant validity (Lance et al., 2002).

Despite the wide scale used of the CT-CM and the 
CT-CU methods (Burns & Haynes, 2006), there are prob-
lems with these methods (Eid et al., 2008; Geiser, Eid, & 
Nussbeck, 2008; Höfling, Schermelleh-Engel, & 
Moosbrugger, 2009; Nussbeck, Eid, Geiser, Courvoisier, & 
Lischetzke, 2009). Eid et al. have suggested that a key issue 
that has to be considered when selecting a CFA model for 
MTMM analysis is the types of methods in the model. 
Methods can be either interchangeable (all respondents 
have the same access to the target, and therefore rate the 
target from the same perspective) or structurally different 
(all raters have different access to the target, they would 
respond from different perspectives). According to these 
terms, when the C 3 (S) is completed by children/adoles-
cents, mothers, and teachers, the data constitute structurally 
different methods. According to measurement experts, the 
CT-CU is not appropriate for structurally different methods. 

Although the CT-CM can be used, there are a number of 
substantive and psychometric problems with this approach 
(Eid, 2000; Eid et al., 2003). Among them are that if there is 
a general trait factor across the different traits for a method, 
then the variance for this trait component will be incorpo-
rated as part of the variance of the method factor, thereby 
confounding results; and its application often leads to inad-
missible solutions.

According to Eid et al., the CT-C(M − 1) model, which 
is derived from the CT-CM model, is the preferred model 
for structurally different methods (Eid et al., 2008; Geiser 
et al., 2008; Nussbeck et al., 2009). Such models have been 
used to examine the convergent and discriminant validities 
for other child/adolescent psychopathology measures, such 
as the Disruptive Behavior Rating Scale (Gomez & Gomez, 
2015), the Strengths and Difficulties Questionnaire (Gomez, 
2014), and the Achenbach System of Empirically Based 
Assessment (Gomez, Vance, & Gomez, 2014).

In the CT-C(M − 1) model, one of the methods is selected 
as the reference method (Eid, 2000; Eid et al., 2003). The 
true scores (consistency coefficients) of the reference 
method indicators are used to predict the true scores (con-
sistency coefficients) of indicators of the other methods or 
nonreference methods. The consistency coefficient of the 
reference method is its true-score variance, while the con-
sistency coefficients of the nonreference methods are the 
amount of variance in them that are predicted by the true 
score of the reference method. For any scale, the consis-
tency coefficients of the nonreference methods indicate the 
convergence of the nonreference methods with the refer-
ence methods. The proportion of the true-score variance in 
the nonreference methods that are not predicted by the true 
score of the reference method are their method-specific 
variance or method-specific coefficients.

Given that the interrater agreement scores for the C 3 
(S) in the C 3 manual are likely to be confounded with both 
method and error variance, the first aim of the current study 
was to examine the convergent and discriminant validity of 
the C 3 (S) for ratings provided by adolescent/children [on 
the C S-SR (S)], mothers [on the C 3-M (S)], and teachers 
[on the C 3-T (S)]. We focused on only the content scales 
as they are the ones that are substantively meaningful from 
a clinical viewpoint. We first used the CT-CM model. 
However, as this model produced out of range value for 
one of its indicators (error variance been negative), this 
model was deemed inadmissible. Consequently, we used 
the CT-C(M − 1) model. A problem with the CT-C(M − 1) 
model is that it is not symmetrical as the meaning of the 
parameters of the model depends on the method chosen as 
the reference standard (Geiser et al., 2008). If we choose 
mother ratings as the reference method in the CT-C(M − 1) 
model, it means that we are evaluating the convergence of 
mother ratings with teacher ratings and self-ratings. This 
analysis will not show how teacher ratings and self-ratings 
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converge with each other. For this, we need to conduct a 
second analysis in which teacher ratings is the reference 
method and self-ratings is one of the nonreference method, 
or self-ratings is the reference method and teacher ratings 
is one of the nonreference method. Either of these models 
will show how teacher ratings and self-ratings converge 
with each other. Thus, if we wish to know how mother, 
teacher, and self-ratings converge with each other, we need 
to, at the very least, conduct two CT-C(M − 1) models. In 
one model, mother ratings could to be used as the reference 
method, and teacher and self-ratings as the nonreference 
methods, and in the other model, teacher ratings (or alter-
natively self-ratings) is the reference method and the 
remaining two methods are the nonreference methods. 
Given this, we conducted two different CT-C(M − 1) anal-
yses. In the first analysis (MTMM Analysis 1), mother rat-
ing was used as the reference method. In the second 
analysis (MTMM Analysis 2), teacher rating was used as 
the reference method. Therefore, conducting these comple-
mentary analyses enabled examination of the inter conver-
gence of all three pairs of respondents: mother ratings with 
teacher ratings (in MTMM Analyses 1 or 2), mother ratings 
with self-ratings (in MTMM Analysis 1), and teacher rat-
ings with self-ratings (in MTMM Analysis 2). Based on 
exiting data, the expectation was to find at least moderate 
support for convergent validity across the different respon-
dent pairs. Some support for discriminant validity of the C 
3 (S) traits was expected. Discriminant validity for the dif-
ferent method factors was also expected. We also examined 
the external validity of the trait factors in the CT-C(M − 1) 
model by examining their correlations with anxiety, depres-
sive, ADHD, and oppositional defiant disorder/conduct 
(ODD/CD) diagnoses. The findings from such an evalua-
tion would not only provide additional test of the construct 
validity of the C 3 (S) measures but also valuable informa-
tion on utilization of the C 3 (S) measures for clinical 
diagnosis.

Method

Participants

The data for all participants were collected archivally from 
the Academic Child Psychiatry Unit (ACPU) of the Royal 
Children’s Hospital, Melbourne, Australia. The ACPU is an 
out-patient psychiatric unit that provides services for chil-
dren and adolescents with behavioral, emotional, and learn-
ing problems. Referrals are generally from other medical 
services, schools, and social and welfare organizations. All 
parents and children were informed that the clinic would 
provide diagnosis and appropriate treatment, and that 
assessment will be over 2 days, covering a range of tests 
involving the parents, children/adolescents, and teachers. 
They were informed that all data collected would be kept in 

an unidentifiable form in a secure database and (if consent 
was given) used to support future research.

Given the age range recommended for the application of 
the C 3-SR (S), for the current study, we used the records of 
children and adolescents aged between 8 and 18 years. The 
data comprised retrospective referrals between 2004 and 
2017, who had been interviewed for clinical diagnosis. An 
individual was selected for inclusion in the study if that 
individual had ratings for the C 3 (S), completed by moth-
ers, teachers, and self. Apart from this and the age criteria, 
no other inclusion/exclusion criterion was applied when 
selecting participants for the study. In all, there were 529 
children and adolescents, comprising 70.5% males and 
29.5% females. The overall mean age of participants was 
11.75 years (SD = 2.97 years).

Supplementary Table S1 (all supplemental materials are 
available in the online version of the article) shows the 
means and SD of the raw scores for all C 3 (S) scales used 
in the CT-C(M − 1) model. For all the C 3 (S) versions, the 
conversion of raw scores to T scores is based on age and 
gender. Since the mean age of the entire sample was 11.75 
years and the mean scores for all the C 3 (S) scales in the 
parent, teacher, and self-report are higher for males than 
females, we used the normative scores for 12-year-old 
males to interpret the elevation of the raw scores. Based on 
this standard, all raw scores, except the LP scale of C 3-T 
(S) were either very elevated (T-score = 70+) or elevated 
(T-score = 60 to 69; Conners, 2008). The raw score for the 
teacher LP scale was average (40 to 59).

For the current study, all the clinical diagnoses for chil-
dren and adolescents were derived from the Anxiety 
Disorders Interview Schedule for Children–Parent Version 
(ADISC-IV-P; Silverman & Albano, 1996) described below. 
The C 3 (S) measures were not used for facilitating clinical 
diagnosis. Supplementary Table S2 shows the percentages 
of different categories of disorders (any Anxiety Disorders, 
Dysthymia/Major Depressive Disorder, ADHD, and ODD/
CD) for the participants. Any Anxiety Disorder includes 
Separation Anxiety, Social Phobia, Specific Phobia, Panic, 
Agoraphobia, Generalized Anxiety, Obsessive–Compulsive, 
and/or Posttraumatic Stress disorders. As shown in Table S2, 
there were high frequencies for all four categories of disor-
ders. There were 26.8% of participants with all four disorder 
categories and 34.6% of participants had three disorder cat-
egories, with the highest comorbidities being for any anxiety 
disorder with ADHD and ODD/CD. For comorbidity, disor-
ders were not distinguished as primary and secondary. There 
were 23.1% with two disorder categories, with the ADHD 
and ODD/CD being the highest comorbidity. Only 11.95% 
of participants had a single disorder, and 1.9% had no 
disorder.

In relation to socioeconomic related factors, the percent-
ages of father employment status were as follows: employed 
= 75.1%, home duties = 2.5%, pensioner/retired = 5.7%, 
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unemployed = 9.1%, others/unknown = 7.6%. The per-
centages of father highest education level were as follows: 
tertiary = 24.2%, high school/some years in secondary 
school or equivalent = 10.1%, technical certificate or 
equivalent = 24.6%, and primary school = 2.4%. The per-
centages of mother employment status were as follows: 
employed = 46.2%, home duties = 35.2%, pensioner/
retired = 6.8%, unemployed = 3.4%, others/unknown = 
6.4%. The percentages of mother highest education level 
were as follows: tertiary = 31.2%, high school/some years 
in secondary school or equivalent = 13.4%, technical cer-
tificate or equivalent = 24.61%, and primary school = 
0.6%. Thus, most fathers and mothers of participants were 
employed, and more than two third of participants had 
fathers and mothers who had attended at least secondary 
school. In terms of parental relationship, about 50.1% were 
living together and 49.9% were separated or divorced. More 
than two thirds (62%) of participants were from families 
with income less than $50,000 per year.

Measures

Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for Children–Parent Ver-
sion (Silverman & Albano, 1996). The ADISC-IV-P was used 
for diagnosis, and these diagnoses were also used for exam-
ining the external validity of the trait factors in the CT-C(M 
− 1) model. The ADISC-IV-P is a semistructured interview, 
based on the DSM-IV-TR diagnostic system (American Psy-
chiatric Association, 2000). It has been designed to facili-
tate the diagnosis of major childhood disorders. The 
ADISC-IV-P guidelines for diagnosis are that the child/
adolescent be given a diagnosis of all disorders meeting the 
diagnostic criteria, and not in terms of primary and second-
ary disorders. Thus, all disorders that an individual quali-
fied for were seen as equally applicable to that individual. 
The scores of ADISC-IV-P have sound psychometric prop-
erties (Silverman, Saavedra, & Pina, 2001). Test–retest reli-
ability for the ADISC-IV-P scores over a 7- to 14-day 
interval has shown good to excellent reliability. Kappa val-
ues for interview with children between 7 and 16 years 
ranged from .61 to .80 (Silverman et al., 2001).

Conners 3rd Edition Short [C 3 (S); Conners, 2008]. As the 
parent, teacher, and self-report versions of the C 3 (S) was 
described comprehensively in the introduction, this section 
will only provide additional information not provided in the 
introduction. For all C 3 (S) versions, respondents indicate 
the degree or frequency of each behavior described in the 
item on a scale of 0 (not true at all), 1 (just a little true true), 
or 2 (pretty much true), or 3 (very much true). The standard 
rating period is 1 month for all three versions. Scale scores 
are derived by summing the responses of the items in the 
respective scales, and then converting these raw scores to T 
scores, based on age and gender. In view of this, the raw 

scales scores were used in all the CT-C(M − 1) models. The 
internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) reliabilities of the 
scales in the different versions ranged from .82 to .92 for the 
scales in the C 3-P (S), .75 to .89 for the scales in the C 3-T 
(S), and from .71 to .93 for the scales in the C 3-SR (S). All 
these values are well above .70 that is generally considered 
the minimum level for acceptable internal consistency reli-
ability (Nunnally, 1978).

As mentioned previously, for the CT-C(M − 1) analy-
ses, we focused on only the content scales as they are the 
ones that are substantively meaningful from a clinical 
viewpoint. Also as already mentioned, the C 3-P (S) has 
content scales for IN, HY, LP, EF, AG, and PR. The C 3-T 
(S) has content scales IN, HY, LP/EF, AG, and PR; and the 
C 3-SR (S) has content scales for IN, HY, LP, AG, and FR. 
Given that the scales across the three versions differ in 
items content, and that the same items across the versions 
are worded differently, we conducted the CT-C(M − 1) 
analyses at the scale level. In this respect, as the CT-C(M 
− 1) model requires comparable scales across the different 
respondents, we used the LP/EF teacher scale as a measure 
of teacher LP (given that four of its six items were LP 
items), and we did not include the FP scale from the C 
3-SR (S) in our CT-C(M − 1) models. Thus, our CT-C(M 
− 1) models had three methods (mother, teacher, and self-
ratings) with five indicators for mother and teacher ratings 
(the total raw scale scores for IN, HY, LP for mother and 
EF/LP for teacher, AG, and PR) and four indicators for 
self-ratings (the total raw scale scores for IN, HY, LP, and 
AG). Such an asymmetry does not pose a problem for a 
CT-C(M − 1) model.

Procedure

Children and parents participated in separate interviews and 
testing sessions with breaks over 2 days. Information was 
also obtained from teachers using various checklists and 
questionnaires. In all cases, parental and child consent forms 
were completed prior to the assessment. The consent from 
both parents and children gave permission for all relevant 
data collected by the ACPU of the RCH or provided by oth-
ers to be used in future research, and was approved by the 
RCH ethics committee as part of our group’s comprehensive 
examination of psychopathology in children and adolescents. 
The data collected covered a comprehensive demographic, 
medical (primarily neurological and endocrinological), edu-
cational, psychological, familial, and social assessment of the 
child and his or her family. All psychological data were col-
lected by research assistants, who were advanced doctoral 
students in clinical psychology, and under the supervision of 
two registered clinical psychologists.

The research assistants were provided with extensive 
supervised training and practice by the two psychologists 
prior to them collecting data. Training of the ADISC-IV-P 
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included observations of it being administered by the psy-
chologists. The research assistants commenced administer-
ing the ADISC-IV-P only after they attained competence in 
its administration, as assessed by the two registered psy-
chologists. There was adequate interrater reliability for the 
diagnoses made between the research assistants and the 
psychologists, and between research assistants (average 
kappa value across all diagnoses = .88).

Standard procedures were used for the administration of 
all measures. Where necessary, researchers read the C 3 (S) 
items to participants (approximately 5% of the sample). 
Approximately 85% of the parent ADISC-IV-P interviews 
involved mothers only, and the rest involved fathers only or 
both fathers and mothers together. Using the categorical data 
from the parent ADISC-IV-P, clinical diagnosis was deter-
mined by two consultant child and adolescent psychiatrists 
who independently reviewed the data. The interrater reliability 
for diagnoses of the two psychiatrists was high (kappa = .90).

Statistical Procedures

Figure 1 shows a conceptual representation of the CT-C(M 
− 1) model tested in this study. In line with model specifi-
cations, all the indicators (IN, HY, LP, AG, and PR) of the 
reference method (mother in MTMM Analysis 1, and 
teacher in MTMM Analysis 2) were linked to their appro-
priate traits factors and not to any method factor. Also, 
these indicators for the nonreference methods (self-ratings 
and teacher in MTMM Analysis 1, and self-ratings and 
mother in MTMM Analysis 2) were linked to the appropri-
ate traits factors and to their method factors. The trait fac-
tors correlated with each other, and the method factors 
correlated with each other. Methods and trait factors did 
not correlate. This CT-C(M − 1) models estimated 48 
parameters. This means that with a sample size of 528, 
there were about 11 participants for every parameter esti-
mated (ratio of 11:1).

Figure 1. Conceptual path diagram (assuming nonreference Method 1 to be self-ratings) of the correlated trait–correlated method 
minus one model, used in the study.
Note. IN = inattention; HY = hyperactivity/impulsivity; LP = learning problems; AG = aggression; PR = peer relations; R = reference method.
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In a CT-C(M − 1) model, the percentages of consistency 
coefficients and method-specific coefficients for the indi-
cators can be examined for both observed and true scores 
(see Eid et al., 2003, Appendix A for appropriate formulas 
for computation of these). The square roots of the consis-
tency coefficients or latent correlations of the indicators 
reflect the latent correlations between the true scores of 
reference and nonreference methods, with higher values 
indicating more convergence. Convergent validity of an 
indicator is inferred if it has large latent correlation and 
significant consistency coefficient. If in this instance, the 
indicator has a larger consistency coefficient than method-
specificity coefficient, then it means that there is good sup-
port for its convergent validity. For this study, support for 
convergence was inferred if the latent correlation was at 
least .70 between different respondent pairs for a trait since 
a correlation of .70 reflects approximately 50% of shared 
variance between the traits in question. Additionally, it was 
also necessary for the consistency coefficient to be signifi-
cant, and either relatively higher or comparable to the 
method-specificity coefficient. Although the meaning of a 
factor loading varies by research context, the degree of cor-
relations of the trait factors indicate the discriminant valid-
ity of the traits (as reflected in the reference method), 
whereas the degree of correlations between the method 
factors indicate the discriminant validity of the methods. In 
both cases, low values support their discriminant validity. 
For this study, correlations of less than .70 were taken as 
support for the discriminant validity of the traits. 
Independent of the evaluation of convergent validity, we 
examined the level of convergence of the nonreference 
method with the reference method. Although the meaning 
of a factor loading varies by research context, Garson 
(2013) has suggested that factor loadings that are less than 
.4 (or consistency coefficient of .16) are “weak,” loadings 
from .4 to .6 (consistency coefficients from .16 to .36) are 
“moderate,” and loadings above .6 are “strong” (consis-
tency coefficients above .36). These consistency coeffi-
cient values were used in the current study to quantify the 
level of convergence.

We examined the relations of the trait factors in the 
CT-C(M − 1) model with clinical disorders by extending the 
CT-C(M − 1) model shown in Figure 1 to include correla-
tion paths between each of the trait factors to anxiety disor-
ders, depressive disorders, ADHD, and ODD/CD. The 
strength of all correlations was interpreted using the guide-
lines proposed by Hemphill (2003) for correlation effect 
sizes: <.2 = small, .2 to .3 = medium or moderate, and 
>.30 = large.

All the CFA models in the study were analyzed using 
Mplus (Version 7) software (Muthén & Muthén, 2010). 
Robust maximum likelihood was used for the CT-C(M − 1) 
estimations. The robust scaled chi-square statistic (called 
Satorra–Bentler or S-Bχ2), the comparative fit index (CFI), 

and the root mean squared error of approximation (RMSEA) 
were used to ascertain model fit. The guidelines suggested 
by Hu and Bentler (1998) are that CFI values close to .95 
or above are taken as indicating good model-data fit, and 
values of .90 and <.95 are taken as acceptable fit. For the 
RMSEA, values close to .06 or below can be taken as good 
fit and values close to .07 to <.08 as moderate fit.

Results

Missing Data

Out of a total of 7,292 scores in the CT-C(M − 1) model (14 
scales × 528 participants), there were 208 scores missing 
(i.e., around 2.85%). Maximum likelihood (direct ML) was 
used to handle missing data (Brown, 2006).

Preliminary Analyses

Prior to the MTMM analysis the originally proposed factor 
structure of the C 3-P (S), C 3-T (S), and C 3-SR (S) were 
examined. As the C 3-P (S) and the C 3-SR (S) did not 
include the EF and FR scales, respectively, in the CT-C(M 
− 1) models, we examined support for a five-factor model 
(without the original EF scale) for the C 3-P (S), and also a 
four-factor model (without the original FR scale) for the C 
3-SR (S). The fit indices for the modified five-factor model 
for the C 3-P (S) were WLSMVχ2 (degrees of freedom [df] 
= 289) = 765.24, p < .001, CFI = .974, and RMSEA = 
.057, 90% confidence interval (CI) [.052, .062]. The fit 
indices for the proposed five-factor model for the C 3-T (S) 
were WLSMVχ2 (df = 289) = 845.90, p < .001, CFI = 
.967, and RMSEA = .074, 90% CI [.069, .080]. The fit indi-
ces for the modified four-factor model for the C 3-SR(S) 
were WLSMVχ2 (df = 203) = 573.72, p < .001, CFI = 
.959, and RMSEA = .066, 90% CI [.059, .072]. Taken 
together, these findings can be interpreted as indicated good 
fit for the factor models in the various C 3 (S) measures that 
correspond to the scales from these measures used in the 
CT-C(M − 1) models in the current study.

MTMM Analysis 1 (Mother as the Reference 
Method)

The fit indices for the CT-C(M − 1) model with mother as 
the reference method (MTMM Analysis 1) were S-Bχ2 (df 
= 57) = 149.91, p < .001, CFI = .962, and RMSEA = 
.056, 90% CI [0.045, 0.066]. Thus, both the CFI and 
RSMEA values indicated good model-data fit.

Table 1 provides the variance components of the traits 
(IN, HY, LP, AG, and PR) and method (mother, teacher, and 
self) factors, and latent correlations of the IN, HY, LP, AG, 
and PR indicators. As shown, with the exceptions of the 
teacher and self-ratings for the IN and HY indicators, the 
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latent correlations for all the other indicators for teacher and 
self-ratings (LP, AG, and PR) were all at or above .70. The 
latent correlations for teacher and self-ratings for the IN and 
HY indicators were less than .70. The consistency coeffi-
cients for all indicators were significant. Additionally, the 
consistency coefficients for teacher and self-ratings of LP, 
AG, and PR were either close to or relatively more than 
their method-specificity coefficients, and the consistency 
coefficients for teacher and self-ratings of IN and HY were 
relatively low compared with their method-specificity coef-
ficients. These findings can be interpreted as showing sup-
port for the convergence of teacher and self-ratings of LP, 

AG, and PR with mother ratings of these traits. Also, there 
is no support for teacher and self-ratings of IN and HY with 
mother ratings of these traits. Based on the guidelines sug-
gest by Garson (2013, i.e., consistency coefficient of <.16) 
are “weak,” consistency coefficients from .16 to .36 are 
“moderate,” and consistency coefficients above .36 are 
strong), the magnitudes of the consistency coefficients were 
moderate for IN, HY, and AG for both teacher ratings and 
self-ratings. For LP, the magnitude of the consistency coef-
ficient for teacher ratings was moderate, whereas it was 
strong for self-ratings. The magnitude of the consistency 
coefficient for teacher ratings of PR was moderate.

Table 2 shows the correlations between the trait factors 
and the method factors. As shown, with the exception of the 
correlations between IN and HY, all other correlations were 
less than .70 (the criteria for adequate discrimination). 
Thus, the findings indicated support for the discriminant 
validity of the C 3 (S) factors, except IN and HY. The cor-
relation between self-ratings and teacher method factors 
was .27. As this value is less than .70, the discriminant 
validity of these method factors can be inferred.

MTMM Analysis 2 (Teacher as the Reference 
Method)

The fit indices for the CT-C(M − 1) model with teacher as the 
reference method (MTMM Analysis 2) were S-Bχ2 (df = 57) 
= 213.45, p < .001, CFI = .936, and RMSEA = .072, 90% 

Table 1. Variance Components in the CT-C(M − 1) Model With Mother as the Reference Method.

Ratings

Observed variables Trait-score variables

Reliability Consistency Method specificity Consistency Method specificity Latent correlation

Inattention
 Mother .78 .78*** .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Teacher .84 .20*** .64*** .24 .76 .49
 Self .84 .24*** .61*** .28 .72 .53
Hyperactivity/impulsivity
 Mother .76 .77*** .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Teacher .73 .28*** .45*** .38 .62 .62
 Self .73 .17*** .56*** .23 .77 .48
Learning problems
 Mother .99 .99*** .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Teacher .57 .30*** .27*** .53 .47 .72
 Self .62 .39*** .22*** .64 .36 .80
Aggression
 Mother .66 .66*** .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Teacher .64 .31*** .32*** .49 .51 .70
 Self .49 .31*** .18*** .62 .38 .78
Peer relations
 Mother .71 .71*** .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Teacher .57 .38*** .19*** .66 .34 .81

Note. CT-C(M − 1) = correlated trait–correlated method minus one.
***p < .001.

Table 2. Correlations of the Trait and Method Factors in the 
CT-C(M − 1) Model With Mother as the Reference Method.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Trait
 Inattention (1) —  
 Hyperactivity/impulsivity (2) .82* —  
 Learning problems (3) .69* .41* —  
 Aggression (4) .49* .66* .23* —  
 Peer relations (5) .46* .45* .35* .55* —  
Method
 Self (6) —  
 Teacher (7) .27* —

Note. CT-C(M − 1) = correlated trait–correlated method minus one.
*p < .001.
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CI [.062, .083]. Thus, both the CFI and RSMEA values 
indicated adequate model-data fit.

Table 3 provides the variance components of the traits 
(IN, HY, LP, AG, and PR) and method (mother, teacher, 
and self) factors, and latent correlations of the IN, HY, LP, 
AG, and PR indicators. As shown, with the exceptions of 
the mother and self-ratings for the IN and HY indicators, 
the latent correlations for all the other indicators for mother 
and self-ratings (LP, AG, and PR) were all at or above .70. 
The latent correlations for mother and self-ratings for the 
IN and HY indicators were less than .70. The consistency 

coefficients for all indicators were significant. Additionally, 
the consistency coefficients for mother and self-ratings of 
LP, AG, and PR were either close to or relative more than 
their method-specificity coefficients, and the consistency 
coefficients for mother and self-ratings of IN and HY 
were relatively low compared with their method-specific-
ity coefficients. These findings can be interpreted as show-
ing support for the convergence of mother and self-ratings 
of LP, AG, and PR with teacher ratings of these traits. 
Also, there was no support for mother and self-ratings of 
IN and HY with teacher ratings of these traits. The magni-
tudes of the consistency coefficients for IN and AG were 
moderated for both mother ratings and self-ratings. For 
HY, it was weak for self-ratings and moderate for mother 
ratings. For LP, the magnitude of the consistency coeffi-
cients for both mother and self-ratings were strong. The 
magnitude of the consistency coefficient for mother ratings 
of PR was moderate.

Table 4 shows the correlations between the trait factors 
and the method factors. As shown, with the exception of the 
correlations between IN and HY, all other correlations were 
less than .70 (the criteria for adequate discrimination). Thus, 
the findings indicated support for the discriminant validity 
of the C 3 (S) factors, except IN and HY. The correlation 
between self-ratings and mother method factors was .31. As 
this value is less than .70, the discriminant validity of these 
method factors can be inferred.

Table 3. Variance Components in the CT-C(M − 1) Model With Teacher as the Reference Method.

Ratings

Observed variables Trait-score variables

Reliability Consistency Method specificity Consistency Method specificity Latent correlation

Inattention
 Teacher .81 .81 .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Self .82 .25*** .57*** .31 .69 .56
 Mother .77 .29*** .48*** .38 .62 .62
Hyperactivity/impulsivity
 Teacher .82 .82*** .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Self .77 .16*** .61*** .20 .80 .45
 Mother .68 .29*** .39*** .43 .57 .66
Learning problems
 Teacher .61 .61*** .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Self .67 .44*** .23*** .66 .34 .81
 Mother .84 .53*** .30*** .64 .36 .80
Aggression
 Teacher .80 .80*** .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Self .49 .30*** .19*** .62 .38 .79
 Mother .50 .29*** .21*** .58 .42 .76
Peer relations
 Teacher .92 .92*** .00 1.00 .00 1.00
 Mother .47 .31*** .15*** .67 .33 .82

Note. CT-C(M − 1) = correlated trait–correlated method minus one.
***p < .001.

Table 4. Correlations of the Trait and Method Factors in the 
CT-C(M − 1) Model With Teacher as the Reference Method.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Trait
 Inattention (1) —  
 Hyperactivity/impulsivity (2) .85* —  
 Learning problems (3) .66* .32* —  
 Aggression (4) .57* .68* .20* —  
 Peer relations (5) .46* .43* .31* .62* —  
Method
 Self (6) —  
 Parent (7) .31* —

Note. CT-C(M − 1) = correlated trait–correlated method minus one.
*p < .001.
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Correlations of the Latent Trait and Method 
Factors with Different Disorder Categories

As the findings for the correlations of the latent trait factors 
with the different disorder categories were the same for the 
analysis with mother as the reference factor and teacher as 
the reference factor, we present here the findings for only 
the analysis with mother as the reference factor in the 
CT-C(M − 1) model. These correlations are presented in 
Table 5. As shown, all the C 3 (S) trait factors were signifi-
cantly correlated with ADHD. The correlations involving 
IN, HY, and LP were of large effect sizes, and the correla-
tions for AG and PR were of medium effect sizes (based on 
guidelines proposed by Hemphill [2003] for correlation 
effect sizes: <.2 = small, .2 to .3 = medium or moderate, 
and >.30 = large). ODD/CD correlated significantly with 
large effect size with AG, and small effect sizes with HY 
and PR. Depression disorders correlated with small effect 
size with AG, and any anxiety disorders correlated nega-
tively with small effect size with IN, and positively with 
small effect size with PR. Taken together, the differential 
associations of the C 3 (S) traits with the different disorder 
categories provide good support for the external validity of 
the trait factors in the postulated CT-C(M − 1) model. In 
addition, the relatively large associations for ADHD with 
IN and HY, and ODD/CD with AG indicate that these 
scales are particularly useful for identifying ADHD and 
OD/CD, respectively. Table 5 also includes the correlations 
of the teacher-ratings and self-ratings method factors with 
the different disorder categories. As shown in table, both 
the teacher ratings and self-ratings method factors were not 
significantly associated with any disorder category. For the 
CT-C(M − 1) model having teacher ratings as the reference 
method, the correlations for mother ratings with ADHD, 
ODD/CD, any depressive disorder, and any anxiety disor-
der were .11, .09, .08, and −.05, respectively. The correla-
tions for self-ratings with ADHD, ODD/CD, any depressive 
disorder, and any anxiety disorder were .03, .06, .10, and 
.07, respectively. All the correlations for both mother rat-
ings and teacher ratings were not significant.

Discussion

For the CT-C(M − 1) analyses, we used the single method-
trait indicator version of this model, with scale scores as 
indicators. As the scales across the three versions are not 
identical, the model for each version used in the CT-C(M − 1) 
analyses was not the theorized factor structures proposed 
for these versions. For all versions, we included the IN, HY, 
LP (LP/EF in the case of teacher ratings), and AG scales. 
Additionally, the PR scale was included for only mother 
and teacher rating, as there is no such scale for adolescent/
children self-ratings. Thus, in the CT-C(M − 1) model, the 
C 3-P and C 3-T measures comprised five scales [IN. HY, 
LP (more specifically LP/EF in the case of teacher rating), 
AG, and PR]; and the C 3-SR measure comprised four 
scales (IN, HY, LP, and AG). For the CT-C(M − 1) analyses, 
the findings showed that there was support for the conver-
gence of teacher ratings of LP, AG, and PR with mother 
ratings of these traits, and self-ratings of LP and AG with 
mother ratings of these traits. Additionally, there was sup-
port for the convergence of self-ratings of LP and AG with 
teacher ratings of these traits. However, for IN and HY, 
there was no support for convergence for teacher and self-
ratings with mother ratings, and self-ratings with teacher 
ratings. The findings also indicated support for discrimina-
tion between all trait factors, except IN and HY, and for 
self-ratings and teacher method factors, and mother and 
self-ratings method factors.

Independent of support or otherwise for convergence for 
the different traits across the different pairs of respondents, 
the findings indicated moderate levels of agreement for 
teacher and self-ratings with mother ratings for IN, HY, and 
AG, teacher and mother ratings for LP, teacher and self-
ratings for IN and AG. These findings are consistent with 
the findings for these scales across these pairs of respon-
dents as reported in the C 3 manual. The findings in the 
current study showed that the agreement for mother ratings 
with self-ratings for LP, and mother ratings with teacher rat-
ings for PR were both strong. These findings are not consis-
tent with the moderate agreement for these scales reported 

Table 5. Correlations of the Latent Trait and Method Factors Scores in the Mother Reference Method CT-C(M − 1) Model with 
Major Categories of Clinical Disorders.

Disorders

Trait factors Method factors

IN HY LP AG PR Teacher Self

ADHD .53*** .45*** .32*** .24*** .21*** .11 −.05
ODD/CD .05 .20*** −.01 .52*** .18*** .14 .06
Depressive disorders .05 −.05 −.01 .12* .04 −.10 .07
Anxiety disorders −.11* −.03 −.05 −.01 .13** .01 .09

Note. CT-C(M − 1) = correlated trait–correlated method minus one; ADHD = attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder; ODD/CD = oppositional 
defiant disorder/conduct; IN = inattention, HY = hyperactivity/impulsivity, LP = learning problems, AG = aggression, PR = peer relations.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.
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in the C 3 manual across these pairs of respondents. It is 
interesting to note that the moderate level of agreements 
across the different respondent pairs for most of the traits 
found in the current study is consistent with findings involv-
ing other child and adolescent measures (Achenbach et al., 
1987; Choudhury et al., 2003; Grills & Ollendick, 2002), 
including studies using the CT-C(M − 1) approach (Gomez, 
2014; Gomez et al., 2014).

Although most (but not all) of our interrater agreement 
findings are in general agreement with existing data pro-
vided in the C 3 manual, it is argued here that the findings 
in the current study are likely to be more accurate since 
they are based on a CFA MTMM approach. The findings 
reported in the manual are based on correlations involving 
observed scores. Such score included not only trait vari-
ance but also method and error variances. The inclusions of 
method and error variances confound convergence analysis 
because these effects distort (either increase or decrease) 
the relations among the trait constructs (Campbell & Fiske, 
1959). CFA scores are latent scores that are free of error 
variances. Additionally, the scores in a CFA MTMM model 
(as used in the current study) partials out method variance 
also in the scores, thereby analyzing only trait variance. 
Since our convergence findings were based on only trait 
variance, they can be expected to be more accurate and 
reliable. Additionally, as the current study used the 
CT-C(M−1), it applied a CFA MTMM methodology that is 
well suited for structurally different methods as reflected in 
C 3 (S) ratings provided by mother, teacher and adoles-
cents/children ratings.

To date, a number of explanations have been proposed 
for only moderate cross-informant agreement for child 
and adolescent measures. One explanation for cross-infor-
mant differences have been the observability of the behav-
iors in question, with higher informant agreement being 
proposed for more observable behaviors (De Los Reyes & 
Kazdin, 2005). IN and HY are highly observable behav-
iors. Thus, the lack of convergence for IN and HY across 
the different pairs of respondents in the current study is 
not consistent with this view. This raises the possibility 
that the observability of the behavior may not be a major 
factor influencing the level of cross-informant agreement. 
Other explanations proposed for low to moderate cross-
informant agreement relates to either real differences in 
children’s and adolescents’ behaviors at home, school, and 
other settings (situation specificity hypothesis), or differ-
ences in respondents’ perceptions of children’s and adoles-
cents behaviors (bias hypothesis). Although the relative 
merits of these hypotheses could not be tested in the current 
study, existing data have provided more support for the situ-
ation specificity hypothesis (Achenbach et al., 1987).

The findings in this study have clinical implications and 
also implications for the use of the C 3 measures. First, in 
the current study, it can be assumed that adolescents/

children self-ratings of the C 3 (S) would most likely be 
cross-situational since their ratings cover all their different 
settings. If so, the findings indicate substantial more con-
vergence for mother–adolescent than teacher–adolescent 
ratings of LP suggests that relative to teachers, mothers are 
more able to provide a broader judgment of adolescents 
and children’s learning problems, and also that they are 
more able to identify adolescents and children’s own per-
ceptions of their learning problems. Second, since the 
amount of convergence for most (LP may be an exception) 
of the corresponding C 3 (S) scales across the different 
respondents was only moderate, it follows that the different 
respondents are not providing identical measures, and that 
they each have different information to offer. This high-
lights the need for researchers and clinicians to be cautious 
when interpreting scores derived from a single source, and 
conversely the need for obtaining C 3 (S) ratings from mul-
tiple sources. Indeed, Goodman (2001) showed that com-
bining the information from parent, teacher, and adolescent 
self-rating resulted in the highest sensitivity in predicting 
psychiatric disorders, compared with using information 
from single sources or combinations of two sources. Third, 
as this study found no support for the discriminant validity 
between IN and HY, it can be argued that these scales are 
confounded with each other. Based on recent studies sup-
porting the general factor in the ADHD bifactor model 
(Arias, Ponce, Martínez-Molina, Arias, & Núñez, 2016), 
one possibility is that together, IN and HY scales may con-
stitute as an overall measure for ADHD rather than sepa-
rate measures for IN and HY. However, this interpretation 
needs to be viewed cautiously as there are many conceptual 
and technical problems with the application and the inter-
pretation of findings involving the bifactor model (Arias 
et al., 2016; Eid, Geiser, Koch, & Heene, 2017; Murray, & 
Johnson, 2013). Of particular relevance to our interpreta-
tion is that if there is an item that cross-loads, say on two 
latent factor, then the failure to model this cross-loading, as 
is a requirement in a bifactor model, will result in artifi-
cially inflating the correlation between the two latent fac-
tors, as has been clearly demonstrated for the ADHD 
symptoms (Arias et al., 2016). This finding diminishes the 
argument that the IN and HY scales may constitute an 
overall measure for ADHD. Regardless, the lack of support 
for the discriminant validity between IN and HY found in 
this study underscores the need to be cautious when inter-
preting and integrating the IN and HY scores. Fourth, 
related to the lack of convergence for IN and HY, the study 
findings have implications for combining information on 
ADHD related symptoms provided by mothers, children/
adolescents, and teachers. They indicate the importance of 
obtaining and integrating information from multiple 
sources as this is likely to result in more informed diagnos-
tic decisions than information based on either one or two of 
these respondents. However, there is no easy way to merge 
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the information from them as their ratings for both IN and 
HY includes high levels of method variance. The implica-
tion here is that clinicians need to carefully and method-
ologically evaluate the degree to which reports of ADHD 
symptoms is influenced by method factors. For example, 
respondents would be asked appropriate questions for the 
different symptoms, and with such information, the clini-
cian could explore common issues influencing the 
responses for IN and HY by different respondents, and also 
the responses for IN and HY across different respondents. 
Following this, they could evaluate the degree to which 
any reported symptom is indeed reflecting primarily the IN 
or HY symptoms and not method influences. In this respect, 
it is to be noted that a problem with MTMM models is how 
to interpret method factors. Although by convention, these 
factors are referred to as “method factors,” they should not 
necessarily be interpreted as such, and they may sometimes 
have a substantive interpretation for the measure 
(Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003), or sim-
ply be modeling the absence of strong invariance between 
the respondents’ ratings. However, in this respect, as our 
findings did not show any association for the mother, 
teacher, and self-ratings method factors with clinical diag-
noses of ADHD, ODD/CD, depressive disorders, and anxi-
ety disorders, we could rule out that our method factors are 
confounded with variances relevant for clinical diagnosis. 
Fifth, the findings here suggest that the LP and AG scales 
provide more consistent information across mother, 
teacher, and adolescent ratings than the other scales. In this 
respect, as for LP scale used for teacher ratings was the LP/
EF, it follows that it is the LP/EF teacher scale that is 
strongly convergent with mother and self LP scales. Sixth, 
the findings in the study also supported the external valid-
ity of the latent trait factors in the CT-C(M − 1) model, with 
relatively stronger associations for IN and HY with ADHD, 
and AG with ODD/CD. This means that when the C 3-P 
(S), C 3-T (S), and C3-SR (S) are considered together, 
scores for IN and HY are useful in diagnosis of ADHD; and 
scores for AG are useful in diagnosis of ODD and CD.

In concluding, it need to be noted that the findings and 
interpretations made in the study need to be viewed with 
some limitations in mind. First, as already noted earlier, 
the scales used in the CT-C(M − 1) model were not based 
on the theorized factor structures of the different C 3 (S) 
versions. For example, the LP for teacher ratings was the 
LP/EF scale as there is no “pure” LP scale for this version. 
Additionally, PR was included for mother and teacher rat-
ings only, as there is no such scale for self-ratings. Thus, 
the CT-C(M − 1) model for the different respondent ver-
sions do not correspond directly with the C 3 (S) proposed 
models. Second, the findings reported here are based on a 
single study. As a consequence, there is a need for cross-
validation of the findings before the findings can be gen-
eralized. Third, all the participants in this study were from 

the same clinic. Thus, it is possible that this may constitute 
an additional bias for the sample examined, limiting the 
findings and conclusions made in this study. Fourth, as 
this study was on clinic-referred children and adolescents, 
the applicability of the findings for children and adoles-
cents in the general community cannot be assumed. Fifth, as 
the sample examined was highly heterogeneous and comor-
bid for a range of disorders, these may have confounded 
findings. Sixth, in the CT-C(M − 1) model the method 
selected as the reference has potential impact on the actual 
findings. It is important to keep this in mind when consider-
ing the findings. Although we reported CT-C(M − 1) analy-
ses with mother and teacher as reference methods, it was 
not possible to do this with self-rating as the reference 
method since this measure did not have the PR scale. 
Thus, the findings here can be seen as specific to the C 3-P 
(S) and the C 3-T (S) as reference methods. Seventh, 
although the C 3-P (S), C 3-T (S), and C 3-SR (S) provide 
scale scores for IN, HY, LP, and AG, they do not have 
identical items .It is possible that this difference could 
have confounded the findings. It will be useful for future 
studies to examine samples from several clinics and from 
the general community in the same study, taking into all 
or some of the methodological limitations highlighted in 
this section.
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